Abstract. The problem of finding the nearest in the Hausdorif metrics circle to a non-empty convex compact set T in the plane is considered. It is shown that this problem is equivalent to the problem of the Chebyshevian best approximation of 27r-periodic functions by trigonometric polynomials of first order and in consequence the Hausdorif nearest circle is unique. The case when T is a triangle is solved completely. It is shown then that the center of the nearest circle is the intersection point of the midline of the longest side and the bisectrix against the shortest side of the triangle.
Preliminaries
The following problem comes from the praxis: A machine tool T is supposed to be a circle (ideal circle) but its true form (non-ideal circle) declines from the ideal one within admitted limits. A natural question arises, if this tool is recognized as a circle: what is the radius it has to be given (arid how it can be measured)? Sometimes the practical solution of this problem is the following one: The polar equation r = r(0) of T related to a point 0 E T is written (provided T is star-like with respect to 0) and then the mean value R = r(0) dO is the radius to be given to T (often the arithmetic mean of a finite sum is taken instead of the integral). Obviously, from mathematical point of view such an approach is not acceptable, since the value R obtained in this way depends on the choice of 0.
We accept as natural the following procedure. Let K be the set of all circles on the plane and h(A, B) be a certain functional measuring the distance between sets A and B. Provided there is a unique circle K = K(0, 0), being a solution of the problem
h(T,K)-min
(KEIC) (1) its radius 5 is taken as the radius and its center O as the center to be given to T. Still there can be a discussion, which can be the most appropriate distance measure h. The approach depends on the purpose and on the convenience. We take here h to be the Hausdorif distance, which is appropriate to the spirit of the practical problem. As a simplification to the real situation we take T to be a non-empty convex compact set (if this is not the case, then we deal with the convex hull of T).
I. Ginchev
We use the following notations:
JE is the Euclidean plane. is the scalar product of two vectors j5 and f in E. 7 is the set of all non-empty convex compact sets on E. K: is the set of all the circles (two-dimensional balls) on E. )C(X) is the set of all the circles in JFJ with fixed centers at X.
B is the unit ball in E. S is the unit circumference in E. h(T1 , 1' 2 ) is the Hausdorif distance between sets TI , T2 E T.
ST is the support function of a set T E 7.
Let us mention that we distinguish between (free) vectors (written with vector accents) and points in E. Further we consider 8T as a function on S. It is known (see, e.g., LeichtweiB [101) that
eES where fi . 11s stands for the Chebyshevian norm on S. In (2) both 5T, and 5T2 are related to the same original point. Thus problem (1) has the following analytic setting:
Let K0 be a fixed non-degenerate circle and let 9 be the group consisting of the translations and the homotheties on the plane. Then we have the problem
Similar problem was considered by Arnold [2] taking as distance the L2-norm
The Hausdorif Nearest Circle to a Triangle 713 as 9 the translation group and as K0 an arbitrary compact convex set. He proves that the solution of this problem is the Steiner point of 9. With this remark we want to underline the resemblance of the two problems, not to provide discussion, whether similar in some sense result is valid in our case. Concluding this section, let us mention the works of several authors. Alt and Wagener [1] give a computational procedure to find the circle of the best approximation for a convex polygon, provided the metric h into consideration is the area of the symmetric difference between T1 and 1'2. More works are devoted to the best approximation by polygons. Florian [5] discusses the best approximation by polygons related to the cited area metrics. The best Hausdorff approximation of convex bodies by polygons is studied by Kenderov [8) . He proves certain equioscillation property. Various problems can be related to the problem of the best Hausdorif approximation of convex sets by circles. For instance, following Lessak [11] one proves easily that for each T E T there exists an ellipse K such that h(T, K) :5 1 diam T. The question is whether this inequality remains true putting for K the Hausdorff best approximating circle of T. The affirmative answer of this question we intend to demonstrate in another publication. With consideration to the posed above practical problem, the main things remains for us to calculate numerically the Hausdorif best approximating circle. We see further that the problem leads to Chebyshevian approximation of continuous or more precisely of sinusoidal convex functions by trigonometric polynomials of first order. Well described algorithms for solving such problems one can find, e.g., in Brudnyj and Irodova [4] and Laurent [9] (Remez algorithm) or Hettich and Zenke [6] (linear programming). Some works, e.g. of Bani and Chalmers [3) suggest for a connection with the L2 and L" norm. The geometric nature of the problem leads to certain simplifications, a matter that we are inclined to discuss in a future publication. Let us mention that the presented here case of a triangle already shows properties being characteristic for the general problem.
The Hausdorif nearest circle to a convex compact set in the plane
If K = K(X, p) is a circle centered at X and having radius p, then S K,X = p. Provided that the support function ST = STO is related to a previously fixed original point 0,
we have the problem
Suppose that an orthogonal coordinate system originated at 0 is introduced, and let X = (a, b) and ê = (cost, sin i) be the coordinates of X and ë, respectively. Then we come to the problem
where s(t) = sT,o(cos t, sin t) is a continuous (and sinusoidal convex) 21r 7 periodic function and 11 stands for the uniform norm on the interval [0, 27r].
So, our problem is equivalent to the problem of Chebyshevian approximation of a 27r-periodic continuous functions by trigonometric polynomials of first order. As it is well known (see, e.g., Karlin and Studden [7: Theorem 6.11), this problem has a unique solution. Therefore we draw the following conclusion.
Theorem 1. For each non-empty convex compact set T in the Euclidean plane .1E
there exists a unique Hausdorff nearest circle.
The approximation problem (3) can be numerically solved applying the Remez or linear programming algorithm. Concerning here the case of a triangle we will apply a direct treatment, splitting the problem of finding the Hausdorif nearest circle to a set T E T into the following ones:
(P1) Find the Hausdorif nearest circle kx to a set T E 7 in the class K(X) of all circles with a fixed center X.
(P2) Find the Hausdorif nearest circle to a set T E 7 among the circles kX already obtained in problem (P 1).
The support function for a triangle
Let T = A 1 A2 A3 be a triangle with vertices A 1 , A2 and A3 , following for determination in this order in counter clock-wise direction. We shall find an explicite expression for the . support function ST = S T,X related to the point X. In our further considerations X is the center of the circle K = K(X, p) and therefore -d1 =a2 e = d3 4 1 , d2 = d3 . ë2 = die2 and d 3 = d e3 =d2 . ë3 are the oriented distances of X to the straight lines defined by the sides.
-a 1 ,a2 and a3 are the lengths of the sides A2 A3 , A3 A 1 and A 1 A2 , respectively, and Ai denotes also the measure of the angle of the triangle, whose vertex is at A, (i = 1,2,3).
For three unit vectors 9, 62 and 63 we write il u 2 < 6 3 if their end points follow in counter clock-wise direction in this order (the used here "inequalities" define not a usual order, but a "cyclic" one). Further we put
Now it is obvious (or in fact easy to be proved) that
sT(e)=aie (ëeS; i=1,2,3). is the support function of the triangle. V<O for all YET} (i=1,2,3).
Let W be the closure of the completion .1E \ (W1 U W2 U W3 ) (for an illustration see Figure 5 ).
Lemma 2. It holds d for XEW
mm min ae=
Proof. Put whence applying the previous two lemmas we obtain (6) I
Approximation with circles having fixed center
Fix the point X. Let us suppose for a moment that T E T is arbitrary, i.e. not necessary a triangle. We want to find the Hausdorif nearest circle,K = K(X,p) E AC(X). The radius p is the solution of the problem II s T,x -p us -i mm (p ^! 0) which is convex and non-smooth in general. For a triangle T this circle can be easily found. Using the notations from the previous section we have the following
Theorem 3. Among all the circles with a given center X the best Hausdorff approximation to the triangle T gives the circle, whose radius is I(r+d) forXEW (X)=h(r_ri)• for X E Wi (i1,2,3).
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The corresponding Hausdorff distance is &(X)=11(r+ri) 2(rd) forXEW for X E W1 (i = 1,2,3).
Proof. For the function ça(p)=max{a-p,p-b} (7)
it is true that 1 / \ 1 'Pmin = 'p (1 (a + b)) = (a -b) . Figure 4 . Now it remains to note that according to formula (6) the investigated distance is a function of type (7) with ' i = r and either b = d or b = -r, depending on whether X E W or X E W1 U i.e. when (8) If also a -p2 ? 0 is true, then as we have already shown
An illustration is given on
As a matter of fact this theorem solves problem (P1). Problem (P2) will be discussed in the next section.
The Hausdorif nearest circle to a triangle
is true. Ifa-p2 < O and s <Owe have g(s,0) =(p-/)s+r < r = g(ü,i3
In the'case a -p2 < 0 we have shown for s < 0 that g(s, 0) < r = g(u, ti). Since each local extremum of a convex function is also a global extremum, therefore the pair (fz, ) does not give the extremum of g (u, v) . The considered cases can be resumed in the form (9) As an obvious consequence of Lemma 4 we get the following Here the number to is defined by (11) .
Lemma 5. Let the function g = g(t) be defined by (10) and consider the problem g(t) -+ mm (t 1 t <-t 2 ).
wNow our main result follows. Proof. We accept for determination that Figure 5 gives an idea of the arising situation. Put for brevity
If X is an interior point of W1 , then
g(X) = r(X) + r(X) > r(X) > r(A) = g(A1).
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Therefore the minimum of g is attained on W.
Next we show that 9mm is not attained in an interior point of W,,. Let X E W11. We introduce an orthogonal coordinate system A1uv (A1uIIA2A3) (see Figure 6 ). If X (tz, v) These reasonings show that g attains its minimum on a point of the segments OO and A1 1 (i = 1,2,3), OC or IC being parts of the midlines and the bisectrices. Here 0 is the center of the circumscribed circumference, I is the center of the inscribed circumference, Oi are intersecting points of the midlines and perpendiculars of the sides through the vertices. We investigate further g on each of the mentioned segments. where t 1 = a2 cot A2 is the value of t corresponding to the point 0 and i 2 = M202. The assertion now follows from Lemma 5 with
Case 2. min{g(X)I X E 03 01 = g(0). Let X € 030 C W12 . We put M3 X = t where M3 is the middle of A, A 2 . Then r2 = /2 + and
where t 1 = 1 a3 cot A3 is the value of t corresponding to the point 0 and t2
M303.
The assertion now follows from Lemma 5 with ac-b2=i.>0, p=-/.
Case 5. min{g(X) X E A 1 1} = g(I). Let X E A l l C W33 . We put A 1 X = t. Using the cosine theorem for triangle A3 A 1 X we get g = r3 -d3 =^t2 -2ta2 cosA 1 +a -t sin A 1 (t1 <t < t2) Case 6. min{g(X)I X E A2 1} = g(I). In this case the assertion can be derived similar to the Case 5.
Case 7. min{g(X)I X e A3 C} = g(C). Also in this case the assertion can be derived similar to the Case 5.
Case 8. min{g(X)I X E CI} = g(C). Let X E CI C W23 . We put A3 X = t.
Then g = r3 -d2 = I -tsin A3 t(1 -sin A3 ) ^ g (C) .
Comparing all the Cases 1 -8 we draw the conclusion that min = g(C) I Remark 2. If K = K(C, 3) is the Hausdorif nearest circle for the triangle T (see Figure 6 ) satisfying for determination (12) 
